
Swan Harbor Course Hole Details

1: Tees off from under tent, throws downhill towards weeping willow trees. Walking path on left and across is OB.

2: Walk up hill to right of Basket 1, tee at top of hill. Basket is towards the Bay near high grass. Walking path on left and across is OB.

3: Tees off from gazebo deck. While looking back at house, basket is straight ahead through valley. Walking path on left and across is OB.

4: Walk towards willow tree. Tee is at bottom of hill. Basket is located up hill, slightly to the left near walking path. Path and across is OB.

5: Throws from middle of field to corner of wood line towards the bay. Basket tucked in grouping of small newly planted trees.

6: Throw along woodline on right. Basket is slightly tucked around end of woodline.

7: Go on other side of tree line and walk towards the bay to find tee 7. Basket is located down hill next to small tree.

8: Tee at top of hill. With the woodline on your right, basket is straight ahead.

9: Up hill in soy/corn field. Basket is elevated on small wall

10: Tees off near the silo. Basket is over fence in between some trees.

11. Tees off near the small white office building. Must throw to left of large old tree. Basket in open towards tournament central.

12. Walk to tournament central area, then turn right, tee is in driveway for the mansion on other side of trees. Fence line is OB as well as 

hedge row behind basket.

13. From 12, Walk back on other side of fence, up road. Tee is on north side of house near storage barn. Throws between

barn and chicken coup, then turns left. Must go to right of big tree just off the tee pad.. Roads and across is OB.

14. Walk past greenhouse, tee is in gravel road. Basket is around the bushes on left.

15. Go across driveway, Tee is in small clearing, Basket in field, just past telephone pole.

16. Tee on blacktop, up hill. Basket is located in the large grouping of trees.

17. Tees off near telephone pole. Both poles are mandatories, must pass to the right of both. OB line between the two. Basket down hill.

18. Tee is back up hill slightly, Basket is up in a small clearing on right.




